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Abstract
The aim of this project is to evaluate the viability of fluidic oscillators as a means of improving heat
transfer rates. The particular device considered herein produces two out-of-phase pulsed impinging jets as
opposed to the sweeping jets inherent to other designs in the field of fluidics. The first stage of this project
will consist in studying a sub-millimeter prototype (whose smallest channel is 200µm wide), both numerically and experimentally, to figure out whether or not improving heat transfer rates is possible. A parametric
study is conducted to better understand the effects of pulsation frequency, waveform, amplitude as well as a
number of geometric factors such as nozzle-to-plate distance. The prototype is made by stereo-lithography
using a medical-grade polymer. The temperature field is measured using an infrared camera. This preliminary study showed qualitative agreement with the literature in terms of the shape of the temperature profiles.
Keywords: heat transfer, oscillators, microsystems, pulsed jets, impinging jet

1. INTRODUCTION
In our day and age, industries heavily rely on electronics in the design of their products. And with increasing
dependence on electronics there is a high demand for efficient cooling solutions that are both cost-effective and
low-maintenance. The go-to solution when it comes to cooling a heated solid is often impinging jets. They are
simple to set up and in certain cases can achieve heat flux densities greater than 500 MW m−2 . A number of
studies over the years have tried to understand the effects of introducing a deterministic oscillatory component
to a steady jet on its heat transfer performance. More specifically, the effect of each characteristic of these
periodic disturbances has been studied in order to pinpoint the configuration for which the enhancement in
heat transfer compared to an equivalent steady jet is largest. The characteristic that is most often studied is
the pulsation frequency. Investigations such as Zumbrunnen and Aziz [1] and Zumbrunnen [2] focused on the
nonlinear response of the thermal boundary layer to external forcing in order to understand how to improve heat
transfer rates. Others like Hofmann et al. [3] sought to better comprehend how coherent structures (responsible
for the surface renewal effect demonstrated by Kataoka et al. [4]) can be amplified by modulating the pulsation
frequency.
Another important factor is the nozzle-to-plate distance whose precise effects on pulsed impinging jets
remains unclear. Two relatively recent studies Esmailpour et al. [5] and Alimohammadi et al. [6] studying
very similar configurations arrived at completely different conclusions regarding the effect of nozzle-to-plate
distance on relative performance.
Other more specific parameters such as phase difference (Chaniotis, Poulikakos, and Ventikos [7]) and
waveform (Geng, Zheng, and Zhou [8], Mohammadpour et al. [9] and Zhang, Li, and Xie [10]) have also been
extensively studied in recent times.
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It is worth noting at this point that most experimental studies have relied on some mechanism, like a rotating
valve, in order to produce the unsteady jet. When it comes to using self-oscillating systems for heat transfer,
the literature is scarce. Some recent (Zhou et al. [11]), relatively recent (Narumanchi et al. [12]) and not so
recent (Herr and Camci [13]) studies have used sweeping jet variants of the fluidic oscillator for heat transfer.
In comparing with steady jets at the same mean mass flow rate, Narumanchi et al. [12] found an improvement
of 30% while Zhou et al. [11] observed a clear deterioration in performance. The latter attribute their results to
the decrease in velocity caused by oscillating the jet which is not offset by the production of turbulent kinetic
energy. Zheng et al. [14] have also used oscillators for heat transfer, but this time to produce a pulsating pipe
flow. To the extent of our knowledge, no significant study has used a fluidic oscillator to produce pulsating
impinging jets for heat transfer.

(a) Adapted from Hofmann et al. [3],

(b) Adapted from Esmailpour et al. [5]

Figure 1: Nusselt number profile along heated plates cooled by means of steady and periodically excited jets impinging from close
distances, showing the typical secondary and tertiary peaks associated with small standoff distances and unsteady jets respectively.

2. NEGATIVE FEEDBACK OSCILLATOR
The oscillator studied here was dubbed the “negative feedback oscillator” Warren [15] by its inventor, Raymond
W. Warren in 1964. As can be seen in figure 2, this device is made up of a supply nozzle, two angled branches
stemming from an interaction region and two feedback loops. The jet exiting the supply nozzle entrains stagnant
fluid around it. Due to hydrodynamic instability (see Michalke [16] for more details on the causes and effects of
jet instability), the drop in pressure on both sides of the jet is not symmetrical at any given moment. And seeing
that we are dealing with a closed space, the instability keeps increasing until the pressure gets low enough on
one wall for the jet to attach itself to it. When this happens, the jet is redirected into the corresponding branch
and is divided downstream between the exit and feedback loop apertures. The flow entering the feedback loop
is then redirected to the control port. A pressure wave is also formed on the same side of the oscillator. These
two phenomena eventually result in the deflection of the main flow which then switches to the other side. This
process then repeats itself ad infinitum.
Cerretelli and Gharaibah [17] have recently studied a similar oscillator and found that the frequency response
to inlet pressure was different depending on the volume of the feedback loop. For relatively large feedback
volumes the frequency of pulsation is no affected by the inlet pressure. On the other hand, for smaller volumes,
the frequency kept increasing with inlet pressure (even though the length of the feedback loop was left unchanged
until it reached saturation at around f = 2500 Hz for pinlet /patm = 2
According to Simões et al. [18], who studied a microscale version of this oscillator, the frequency of pulsation is given by:
2
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(a) Truncated numerical domain
showing mean velocity magnitude.

(b) CAD drawing of oscillator.

(c) Processed tomography of the
printed oscillator showing the edges
of the interaction zone.

Figure 2: Elaboration of the prototype from numerical simulation to 3D-printing by stereolithography
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where τt is the transmission time, τs is the jet switching time, c is the speed of wave propagation, L is the
nozzle-to-splitter distance and, finally, ξ is an empirical constant.
Wang et al. [19] conducted further studies and showed through numerical simulation that the switching
phenomenon was mainly driven by the back and forth propagation of a pressure wave in the feedback loop. In
light of that, the following relationship was proposed:
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where c ≈ c0 + V is the average propagation velocity of the pressure wave inside the oscillator, c0 the speed
of sound, V local velocity of the fluid and τs , as before, the switching time.
Finally, Tesař and Peszynski [20] posit that this type of oscillator should have a constant Strouhal number:
St =

fb
w

(3)

where f is the switching frequency of the inlet jet, b its width (for a two-dimensional configuration) and w
the jet bulk velocity. If St =const. then we should end up with:
f ∝ ṁ

(4)

The experiments they conducted revealed a different behavior. Although the relation between frequency
and mass flow rate was found to be linear, the intercept was non-zero. The authors do not provide a physical
explanation for this aberration.
Coming back to the present study, the prototypes used were made by stereolithography at the MultiFab
platform of the LAAS-CNRS Laboratory. The 3D printer available is setup in the so-called ”bat configuration”,
meaning that the stage is plunged in a vat filled with resin that is solidified by a laser-mirror-lens system underneath. The smallest channel in the current prototype is only 200µm wide (at the throat inlet of the oscillator).
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Figure 3: Setup of the preliminary experiment with an unheated polymer plate.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The setup for the experimental part is relatively simple. The oscillator is pinned to a sliding platform equipped
with a micrometer in order to control the nozzle-to-plate distance. This platform is then attached to a rotating
support to ensure that the top face of the oscillator is parallel to the plate .The pulsed jets impact the obverse of
the plate while thermal images are being taken on the reverse via an uncooled infrared detector. The particular
camera used (SC325) has a maximum thermal resolution of 50 mK and, for the configuration used, a pixel size
of around 25 µm. The frequency of the oscillator is detected using a Kulite XT-140(M) series subminiature
pressure transducer placed at the surface, midway along one of the feedback loops.
As a preliminary test, a non-heated plate is used. The plate is a 1.4 mm-thick piece of thermoplastic polymer
(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene or ABS for short) having the following physical properties:
•
•
•
•

Density: ρ = 1050kg m−3
Specific heat: cp = 1300J kg−1 K−1
Thermal conductivity: κ = 0.19W m−1 K−1
Emissivity: ε = 0.94

Owing to the low acquisition frequency of the thermal detector, what we are able to measure is a timeaveraged temperature field.

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
After removing the background noise from the original images and processing them we were able to extract the
temperature field as can be seen in figure 4 .
The temperature profile has the features one would expect for a pulsed jet impacting from a short distance,
namely a primary trough corresponding to the stagnation point followed closely by a secondary local trough
4
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Figure 4: Temperature field around the impact area with a nozzle-to-plate distance of H/D = 1

indicating the acceleration of the flow along the plate and finally tertiary troughs a bit farther downstream that
characterize pulsed impinging jets (see caption to figure 1). The lack of symmetry in the temperature field
present here was the result of a flaw in the fabrication of the prototype. Experiments on a new and improved
device are underway.
The frequency of the oscillator, detected by the pressure transducer, was found to be around 1080 Hz regardless of inlet pressure. By simulating the exact oscillator on OpenFOAM © we had previously obtained a
frequency of 970 Hz.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This proof-of-concept setup is the first of a series of experiments to determine the effect of nozzle-to-plate
distance, pulsation frequency and velocity on the heat transfer performance of a pulsed impinging jet produced
by a fluidic oscillator. The next step would be to replace the unheated polymer plate with a heated metallic plate
equipped with heat flux sensor in order to more closely correlate the pulsation signal with the thermal response
of the plate. A speedier infrared camera will then be used to capture instantaneous fields of temperature on the
reverse of the plate.
The following stage of the project is to make a 1 : 10 scale prototype and to see first whether or not the
oscillator still functions at this scale and second to study the possibility of synchronizing an array of oscillators
and testing their ability to remove heat in highly confined spaces.
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